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Diplomatic war deepens
Khomeini’s death threat to author is seen as catalyst
TEHERAN,Iran (AP) — Iran
recalled all its ambassadors from
European Common Market na
tions Tuesday and Britain ex
pelled an Iranian envoy as the
diplomatic battle grew over
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini’s
death threats against author
Salman Rushdie.
Moslems say Rushdie’s “The
Satanic Verses” blasphemes
their religion by portraying the
prophet Mohammed’s wives as
prostitutes and suggesting that
he wrote the Koran, the holy
book of Islam, rather than
receiving it directly from God.
In Washington, President
Bush said he supported the
retaliatory moves by the Euro
pean countries.
However offensive Rushdie’s
book, ‘The Satanic Verses,” maj
be to Moslems, “inciting murder
and offering rewards for its
perpetration are deeply offensive
to the norm s of civilized

diplomatic recall was in response
to Monday’s decision by the 12
n a tio n s of th e E u ro p e a n
E conom ic C o m m u n ity to
withdraw their envoys from
Tehran for consultations.
Last week, Iranian President
In a message Sunday, Kho
Ali
Khamenei allied with so-call
meini also called on non-Moslems
to help carry out the death ed pragmatists led by parliament
speaker Hashemi Rafsanjani,
sentence against Rushdie.
and sought to defuse the crisis
“If a non-Moslem becomes by saying Rushdie’s life would be
aware of his whereabouts and spared if he apologized and
has the ability to execute him repented.
quicker than a Moslem, it is in
Rushdie, in hiding under the
cumbent on Moslems to pay a
guard
of Scotland Yard, issued
reward or a fee in return for this an apology
Saturday.
action,” the statement said.
The 41-year-old Rushdie, bom
The United States does not to a Moslem family in India, has
have diplomatic relations with not been seen in public since
Iran. Bush noted ex istin g Thursday, two days after Kho
economic sanctions against Iran meini’s first decree.
Iranian parliament speaker
and said: “I don’t know where
Hashemi Rafsar\jani called the
we’ll go from there.”
Iran’s official Islamic Republic EEC move “a big mistake.”
S ee VERSES, page 7
News Agency sa id I r a n ’s
behavior,” Bush said.
A bounty of $5.2 million has
been put on Rushdie’s head by
Iranian religious leaders since
Khbmeini issued the death
sentence.
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Inventors vie fo r honors

Baby dough, bucket
clip win top awards
By Cass Caulfield
Stati Writar

A group of creative minds
competed Friday in the 1989 In
ventor of the Year Contest at
Central Coast Plaza in San Luis
Obispo.
The event was sponsored by
the SLO Chamber of Commerce
and involved 10 different inven
tions ranging from a computer
multi-cuisine
home
deliver}
sy ste m
to an a u to m a tic
transmission for bicycles.
Other inventions included a
portable seat that attaches to
any vertical pole so the person
seated can see above the crowd
when watching a parade or any
street event.
Dennis Howland calls his in
vention Pole Cat, and he thought
of it as he was leaving the La Fi
esta Parade in San Luis Obispo,
and saw all the poles which could
be potential seating devices. He
has made about 100 different
designs of the Pole Cat, and is
seeking investors.
Stanley Wallace, a Cal Poly
graduating senior in engineering
technology, entered his senior
project, a solar-powered digital
boat speedometer. Wallace has
been working on the speedometer
for a couple of years. Its main
purpose is to assist fishermen in
finding the place where the fish
were biting after the boat has
moved.
The winners were selected on
the basis of ingenuity as well as
the potential economic benefit
the production of the invention
will have on the county.
In the ingenious category, the

award of excellence went to Judy
Strader for her pre-mixed dough
for making baby’s handprints
and other impressions. The mix
ture is made of sand and other
compounds, making it more
pliable and much harder to break
than the traditional plaster mix
tures.
The award of merit in the in
genious category went to Jeffrey
Hanks for his Brushsaver inven
tion, a small clip that attaches to
any paint bucket to hold the
brush up so it does not sit at the
bottom of the bucket and dam
age the bristles.
In the hi-tech category the
award of excellence went to Hind
Sportswear for its new fabric
design of a sports top for women,
which incorporates a sports bra
and a top in one.
The award of merit in the hitech category went to Burt
Caldwell and Steve Renz for the
software of their We Deliver
computer delivery service. The
service hooks up to five different
'restaurants in San Luis Obispo
so a caller can order food from
any of these establishments and
have it delivered in a half hour.
Angelo’s, Nero’s, Brubeck’s,
Golden China and Carmel Beach
Restaurant are all a part of this
service.
Drinks and videos can also be
ordered from San Luis Liquors
through this service.
The judges for the contest in
cluded Roger Keech, a Cal Poly
mechanical engineering pro
fessor, past competitors in the
contest
and
representatives
from the business and scientific
fields.

Space Systems
hopes NASA can
finance project
By Michelle DiSimone
sue Wfif________

Putting a micro-satellite into
space is within reach for a group
of Cal Poly students, but without
funding, there may be trouble
getting the project off the
ground.
“We hope to be completely
funded by NASA,” said project
manager Charles "Bob” Ryan,
Jr. ‘They have already shown
interest, so we’re just waiting to
hear from them.”
R y a n , an a e r o n a u tic a l
engineering major and vice
president of Cal Poly Space
Systems, said he and about nine
other club members are working
on a self-sufficient system of
micro-organisms to study the ef
fects of exposure in space.
“Our intention is to design a
spacecraft th at has a self
regenerating ecosystem to send

cells into space and see what
changes are taking place,” Ryan
said. “Our goal is to see the
changes in weightlessness and
radiation on living cells.”
LEEF, as the project is known,
stands for Long Exposure
Ecosystem Facility. The pro
gram calls for a period of al^ut
four years in space to collect
data, Ryan said.
The LEEF program intends to
place a micro-satellite in earth’s
orbit through utilization of the
NASA Complex Autonomous
Payload (CAP) system, Ryan
said. The satellite will be placed
in a CAP canister and mounted
in the shuttle’s cargo bay. A
passive launching system (spr
ing) will eject the LEEF micro
satellite from the canister and
clear of the orbiter.
“I wanted a simple, inexpen
sive project to go up in the shut
tle,” Ryan said. ‘This will show
that Cal Poly students can per
form as well as those at places
like Cal Tech and MIT.”
Ryan said the project has
received no funding so far.

“Everything we’ve used so far
has come from our own pockets
or been donated from merchants
in the community,” he said.
Ryan said they will need at
least $600 to start experimenting
with organisms they are con
sidering using. Three te st
ecomodules will be constructed
containing different specimens.
They will be monitored until just
prior to the flight and then the
system with the greatest chance
for survival will be chosen. Prime
candidates, Ryan said, include
blue-green algae, bacteria, pro
tozoa and genus Bacillus.
“ I’m w orking w ith th e
ecomodules, trying to figure out
what kind of bacteria to use,”
said anim al science m ajor
Christina Oils. “It will contain
mostly plant organisms with a
few animal cells.”
Dils, who is working on a
minor in genetics, said she got
interested in the project “when
they started talking biology.”
The LEEF program is solely a
student enterprise. Some of the
See SHUTTLE, back page

Novelist asserts feminist roles

Her work has been the subject however, “Life is not symbols.”
of study by a number of critics
She said literature often has a
and scholars, in part because of “negative image of women as a
An award-winning Chicana the symbolism found in her writ symbol of guilt,” but her work
author read excerpts from her ing.
features women as protagonists
novel Trini to a medium-sized
“I don’t think any writer uses and emphasizes the importance
crowd at the Sandwich Plant symbolism intentionally,” she of the female character.
Thursday.
said. “It’s something we know
Trambley was one of the first
Estella Portillo Trambley, a because it has been there for a authors to introduce the theme of
native of El Paso, Texas, is the thousand years inside. I use lesbianism in Chicano culture
first Chicana to have a book of them so much it makes me cry and to write of the oppressive
her own literary works published. sometimes.” She also added
See AUTHOR, page 6
‘The art of writing is a very
hard process, but it’s such a
wonderful pain I wouldn’t ever
give it up,” she said.
Although Trambley doesn’t
As BIseks struggle for equsllwrite in Spanish, she said her
works follow the Latin tradition
‘ ^
ty In South Africa's political
of magic realism, a literary
and social systams, power,
device that portrays magical
more than race and color has
events or people in a realistic
become a major Issue, accor
manner.
ding to some. The manipula
“Magic realism is not a form of
tion of violence has been just
writing,” she said, “it’s some
one
method some groups have
thing ingrained in our genes, our
used In attempts to attain that
traditions and, I imagine, our
power. See INSIGHT, page 8.
lives. It is a belief that world
reason is insufficient.”

By Lisa Parsons
siet wn*r
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Ayatollah Khomeini’s
Satanic death threat
Iran’s aging (not fast enough) leader has gone too far once
again. Much too far.
The Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini is acting not like a
religious figurehead but a common mobster. He has put a
contract out for Salman Rushdie, author of "The Satanic
Verses,” a novel which Khomeini says is blasphemous to
Moslems.
Iranian religious leaders have put a S5.2 million bounty on
Rushdie's head.
Khomeini says it is the duty of every Moslem to try and kill
Rushdie, even at risk of their own lives. Rushdie, who lives in
London, is now in hiding with his wife.
Iranian President Ali Khamanei said this past weekend that
Rushdie could be pardoned if he apologized. He did. Forgiving,
tolerant Khomeini has refused the apology. The blood hunt for
Rushdie is still on.
Western diplomats are leaving Tehran by the droves. They
are justifiably protesting Khomeini’s inexcusable madness.
Britain pulled out of its embassy completely, while the Euro
pean Common Market governments have decided to pull out
their top diplomats. Britain may close down its Iranian em
bassy in London.
Those actions tell Khomeini that his latest move is totally
unacceptable. But other world actions do not.
Publishers in France, West Germany, Greece and Turkey
have canceled plans to publish the book, according to an
Associated Press story, and some bookstores in the United
States and abroad are reportedly banning the book. These ac
tions will only confirm Khomeini's crazed belief that he can
decide what may be written and read in the world.
This cannot be allowed.
Khomeini may be able tell his disciples what to think or
write or read, but he may not force those ideas on the free
world.
It is bad enough that he thinks he can play censor to the
world, but to for him to decide that someone should be killed
and "sent to hell” is unbearable. The world has a responsibili
ty to put the Ayatollah in his place. To bow down to Khomeini
and ban the book would be to give in to his Hiiler-ish,
maniacal beliefs.

Letters to the Editor
Perpetuating a
negative image

of women as hysterical, self-serv
ing creatures, incapable of ra
tional thought. Larry Flynt or
Hugh Hefner might be amused
— I am not.

Editor — As the father of three
daughters 1 am well aware of the
difficulties and trials that con
front young women growing up
at a time when women in this
society are just beginning to at
tain equality of status, opportu
nity and influence. In this light, I
deeply resent the comments of
professors Estes and Lant in the
Mustang Daily. They serve only
to perpetuate a cruel stereotype

George Lewis
Mathematics Dept.

Bad news for
equality seekers
Editor — Ms. Girolo correctly
noted (Feb. 16, Mustang Daily)
that the Lant-Estes attack of
Feb. 14 was "modeled bizarrely

BLOOM COUNTY

Ancient black Christians
By Chris Thomas
On viewing the Christian church in America —
polarized as it is — black and white — one could
easily get a distorted picture of its history. The
biggest distortion is the assumption that the black
church began in the 18th century, which denies
fact that Ethiopia, a black country, is the oldest
Christian country in the world. There are also
many black saints; monastery life and work were
developed in North Africa. During the early Chris
tian era African missionaries were sent into pagan
Europe, and at least three popes are known to be
black.
The purpose of this column is to present one
aspect of black history that, like many aspects, has
been grossly neglected: the contribution of African
people to the common heritage that is today shared
by Christians of all denominations.
Christ was born a brown-skinned Semite and
probably resembled the present-day dark-complex
ioned Yemite Jews. The birth of Christ itself
became associated with blacks by non-African
peoples. In the early traditions of the eastern or
thodox church, there was a legend, which influenc
ed iconography for many generations, that Mary,
the mother of Jesus, was a black woman. This
story paved the way for the devotion to the “ black
Madonnas” that is still to be found among the
Catholics and orthodox in Europe. There are black
Madonnas in the Cathedral of Augsburd in Ger
many, the Church of San Francisco at Pisa in Italy,
the Borgia Chapel in Rome, Notre Dame des Holies
in Belgium, the "Black Madonna” of Kazan (or
"Black Virgin” of Kazan) in Russia — all proudly
display the mother and black Christ.
Another legend concerning African influence at
the time of Christ was the story of Balthazar, the
black wise man who was believed to have come
from Ethiopia as one of the Magi described in the
Gospel of Matthew. Scripture also mentions an
African who served an important role in the early
church. In the 13th chapter of Acts, we read that
in the Church of Antioch there were prophets and
teachers among which were barnabas, which Simon
called Niger (Latin for "black” ), and Lucius of
Cyrene.
From very early times, this Simon the black has
been connected in the traditions of the church with
the African Simon of Cyrene, who played such an
important role in the passion of Christ. According
to the Gospel of Mark (15:21): “ They enlisted a
passer-by, Simon of Cyrene, father of Alexander
and Rufus, who were coming from the country to
carry his (Christ’s) cross.” It appears that this Af
rican, Simon of Cyrene, became one of the early
followers of Christ and undertook a life of devotion
to the church.
By the year 189 A.D. Christianity appears to
have been well established all across North Africa.
It was also in this year (189 A.D.) the first African
pope, St. Victor, assumed the papacy in Rome.
This was a vital period for the Christian church as
everywhere persecution raged. Many Africans dur
ing the period became martyrs for the church. In

on the more offensive tactics one
associates with the power plays
endemic in a white male system.”
Bizarre they are, and "bad
news” to those who seek real
genderless equality.
Max Darnielle
Professor, English

Objectification
Editor — Concerning the recent
"R eporter’s Notebook” item
("Win a woman with chocolate”

by Berke Breathed
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the Roman army at this time black men were serv
ing in various capacities. Sometime before 250
A.D. a black African legion of soldiers along with
their black general, later regerred to as St. Maurice
of Africa, became Christians while stationed in
Africa. Maurice assembled his men and announced
his refusal to lead them into battle. Apparently the
soldiers hailed his decision, for the Augustus Maximian who was camped nearby marched on
Maurice’s men and ordered the African legion to
sacrifice to the pagan gods. They refused and as a
result every tenth man was executed. It was upon
the blood of these and many others that the church
of Africa grew. It was during the reign of the se
cond African pope, St. Melchiades (310-314 A.D.)
that the Edict of Milan was issued by the Roman
state, granting freedom to the Christians.
In his Life o f St. Anthony, written 1 believe
around 350 A.D., St. Athanasius describes how
Anthony, the young Coptic-speaking African from
south of Egypt, was struck by a passage in the
Gospel of Matthew (19:21) in which Christ tells a
young man: “ If you wish to be perfect, go sell what
you own and give the money to the poor, and you
will have treasures in heaven; then come follow
me.” Anthony went into the desert and eventually
other monks came and they formed a prayer and
work group. This community became the first
monastery, giving monasticism a North African
origin. Many black monks were involved in the
development of monasticism and there are many
descriptions preserved of their lives and work
along the Nile Valley.
Contrary to popular belief which views the Jew
ish religion as being practiced only by a certain
restricted ethnic group, there are indications that
both before and after Christ, there were black Af
ricans of Jewish faith. (Circumcision found its way
to Africa long before the birth of Abraham). Moses
married a black woman and there were frequent
visits of black people to Jerusalem as pilgrims. The
existence of the Falashas or "Black Jews of
Ethiopia” tend to support this idea.
These are several examples of roles the African
has played in the Jewish-Christian history. In the
papacy in Rome, in monastacism, in the overall
foundation of the church, in the passion of Christ;
even in his actual birth. The study of ancient black
Jews and Christians is a scholarly one in which my
knowledge level permits me to only scratch the
surface. There is a great deal that goes into the
study of the ethnology of many sectors of ancient
peoples who lay claim to the Jewish faith. This also
holds true for the early African churches, in
Europe as well as Africa. Unfortunately very little
is known about the Christian period of Nubian his
tory and that which has been recorded is, to my
knowledge, sad and tragic. One can only hope that
our findings and knowledge of these ancient times
will continue to grow, so that we may have a better
understanding of the ancient black Christians.
Thank you for once again sharing with us in our
celebration of Black History Month.

Feb, 14): If the article, written in
the midst of Women’s Week, had
read ” we sometimes reach for a
woman when we really want a
Snickers,” would it have been
tolerated as an article worthy of
the Mustang Dailyl
Objectification of either gender
is bad. Turning people into sex
objects, or into success objects,
into status symbols, or into
means (even means to the end of
chocolate) is unacceptable. I
know the article was intended to
be light-hearted, but it touched a
nerve in me. Unfavorable com
parisons between men and candy

bars just aren’t going to go over
very well.
I hope that the reporting staff
at the Daily will be more careful
when fixing the line between
humor and offensiveness.
Dave Gross
Correction; The last sentence of
Peggy Lant’s Feb. 17 letter was
inadvertantly cut in half. It
should have ended: ” ... and in
finding themselves, they shall
come to love themselves.” The
Mustang Daily regrets the error.
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Colebrook breaks 1000-meter NCAA record

Lady Mustangs put on strong show in L.A.
By Rob Lorenz
Staff Writer

The women’s track team took
five athletes to the LA Times
Indoor Invitational track meet
on Friday night and came back
with outstanding performances
by all five.
The team highlight of the meet
was Teena Colebrook, who ran in
the open 1,000 meters in pursuit
of the NCAA record.
“ She got third in the 1,000
meters, and established a new
collegiate record,” said Lance
Harter, the women’s track and
field coach. “ It was previously
held by Joetta Clark, who has
been a two-time Olympian for the
United States. The record was
established in 1983 at 2:41.83
and Teena ran a 2:41.56 last
night. In fact, Joetta was second

in the race, and Teena was com
ing in on her.”
The record came in a race with
a strong international field, in
cluding past Olympians from a
number of countries.
“ The w inner was Diane
Richburg, who has also been an
Olympian,” said Harter. “ (Mary)
Decker was supposed to run and
apparently got some kind of ten
don problem in her calf, but the
field was so loaded. I mean, there
was a 1:56 half miler from
Yugoslavia there, she took fourth
in the Olympic games (in Seoul),
her name is Colovic. A young
lady named Debbie Marshall who
was fourth in the Olympic trials,
and an Olympian from Jamaica
named Marcia Tate. That was
nice that she could beat many in
a fine field and establish the
record.”

Colebrook was happy with the
result and the record, but seemed
to not be satisfied with simply
setting the record.
“ I think I can probably still
run faster,” said Colebrook. “ It
wasn’t the best race I’ve ever
run, but it was a good strong
race. The tactics I wanted to
employ I wasn’t able to employ
them the way the race went. I
just had to stay calm and take
each lap as it came.”
Colebrook said that she had
wanted to sit in the middle of the
pack, but it went out too fast and
she did not want to get caught
up in the pace and maybe die and
lose a chance at the record, so
she decided to sit back for a
while and then pass.
“ Every time I tried to come by
there was this one runner who
kept moving out and then I’d go

Poly women
miss upset

to take her on the inside so she’d
move back in,” she said. “ To
overtake her would have taken a
lot of energy too early in the
race, and I wouldn’t have been
able to sustain it, so 1 decided to
leave it until the last two laps,
when I knew I could make a ma
jor burst for the tape and sustain
it. I got it (the record), but I
would have liked to have gotten
it by a bit more. But next time.”
The other four athletes who
ran in the invitational competed
in what are known as Olympic
development events.
“ What the LA Times does is
they run two classifications of
events,” said Harter. “ They run
more of a collegiate open kind of
competition, which are people
that are developing. The TAC
(The Athletic Congress) sponsors
those events, and then the in

Poly men edge UCSB
By Rob Lorenz
Staff Writer

By Leo Shiffrar
sta ff
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The Cal Poly women’s basket
ball team entered Saturday
night’s game with Cal Poly
Pomona with upset on their
mind.
But it was not to be, as the
Lady Mustangs suffered a tough
conference loss to first place
Pomona 61-56.
“ The ladies were upset,
because they felt they should’ve
won,” said Head Coach Jill Orrock. “ I told them to be proud of
the way they played,” she said.
The Lady Mustangs took an
early 6-2 lead before relin
quishing it to the Broncos at
10-8. With some good offensive
rebounding from freshman Jonni
Atkins (who finished with 13 re
bounds) and good outside
shooting from Liz Oman and
Deborah Vettel, Cal Poly stayed
close to Pomona the entire first
half. The Lady Mustangs biggest
deficit in the half was five points.
With 2:00 remaining in the
half, junior guard Liz Oman
pulled Cal Poly into a 29-29 tie
with back to back field goals.
But the half ended with Cal Poly
Pomona holding onto a 31-29
lead.
The second half was just as in
tense and emotional as the first
stanza. Pomona opened the scor
ing in the half, but the Lady
Mustangs stormed right back to
tie the game at 33. Cal Poly
never trailed the Lady Broncos
by more than four points until
the 11:00 mark when they gave
up four unanswered points to
trail 49-41.
After Orrock called for a
timeout, the Lady Mustangs got
to within 49-48 at the 8:04 mark.
Down the stretch Cal Poly could
only get within two points of
Pomona.
Leading scorers for the Lady
Mustangs were Deborah Vettel
with 17 points, Jonni Atkins
with 13, and Liz Oman with 11.
“ I would like to congratulate
Jonni Atkins for her rebounding
and Deborah Vettel for her scor
ing. Also, I was proud of the way
the whole team played defensive
ly,” said Orrock.
With the loss, the Lady
Mustangs’ playoff chances are
looking slimmer. In order for the
team to make the playoffs they
must win their remaining two
games and Cal State Los
Angeles, who is tied for fourth
place, must lose its last two
games. The top four teams quali
fy for conference tournament ac
tion.

vitational open, which people
from all over the world run in.”
Aeron Arlin and Kris Kochel
took first and second place in the
800 meters, with Arlin winning
in a time of 2:12, which is only
two seconds off of her outdoor
best time. Kochel also ran an in
door lifetime best.
In the 400-meter hurdles, Gina
Albanese came in second to
Crystal Irving, a former Califor
nia collegiate state champion.
Also, Sharon Pauley, who is
presently running unattached
but will be eligible in the spring,
came in second in the 55 meter
hurdles in a time 8.7 seconds.
“ A very good showing,” said
Harter. “ There’s 10,900 people
there, TBS was doing the film
ing, so we’re getting tremendous
national and international ex
posure, which a credit to the
university.”

DANRELL MtHOniwalang Dally

Rudy Hub«r r«c «lv M baton from Statra Horvath In tha 4 X 1(X) matar ralay.

The Cal Poly men’s track team
won a close meet from UC Santa
Barbara on Saturday after tak
ing seven athletes to the LA
Times Invitational on Friday.
Although the invitational was
not as important to the coaches
in terms of results, overall they
felt it was good experience.
“ To us, it (the meet) wasn’t
that important,” said assistant
men’s track and field coach John
Rembao. “ We’re going through a
training cycle right now and a lot
of people were tired, so actually
today’s meet (with UCSB) was
more important to us. We just
wanted that (the LA Times) to be
a good experience for the guys,
to have an opportunity to com
pete indoors in the Olympic
development events so that they
could have experience indoors.
They don’t run that much in
doors on the West Coast.”
“ They learned a lot about what
it’s like to race indoors,” said
Rembao. “ It’s a lot different
from racing outdoors. You don’t
have long straightaways where
you can get a nice relaxed stride
going. Indoors you’re always
changing strides because the
turns are real sharp and steep
and the straights are real short.

It’s a lot more difficult to run
indoors, and it’s a lot more tiring.
All but one of the athletes who
competed in Los Angeles on Fri
day came back to race again on
Saturday against UCSB.
“ Steve Newbaum ran in the
mile last night and came back
today and set a personal record
in the half (mile),” said Rembao.
“ Chris Craig last night came in
third in the mile, and came back
today and won the 5000 (meters).
Roger Chagnon, who ran the half
last night, came back today and
ran the open quarter (mile), the
200 (meter) and ran the mile
relay. I mean after last night I
thought he’d be real tired, but he
still ran real fast today,” said
Rembao.
Rudy Huber, who competed in
a number of events both Friday
and Saturday, was the over
whelming choice of his team
mates for athlete of the week.
“ He ran ten events in the last
two days,” said Rembao. “ He
just wanted to compete. He
wanted to contribute so much to
the team that he chose to do
those things. He’s always one of
the first to volunteer.”
Rembao also said that Rich
Baptiste, Mike King and Brian
Streiff competed in Los Angeles,
Sec T R A C K , page 4

• . •

Cagers seek fourth playoff position
By Rob Lorenz
Staff Wrttar

After splitting two games over
the weekend, the men’s basket
ball team heads into the final
week of the season with a fairly
good chance of making the
CCAA playoffs.
“ We’ve got to beat Chapman
(on Thursday) to stand a good
chance,” said Head Coach Steve
Beason. “ We’re pretty much
competing against Northridge
and Chapman for the final spot.”
UC Riverside, Cal State Dom
inguez Hills, and Cal State
Bakersfield are all ranked in the
top 20 in Division II and all have
a lock on the playoffs, so the
battle has come down to the final
spot. Vying for that position arc
Cal Poly, who must play at
Chapman on Thursday and at
Dominguez Hills on Saturday;
Chapman, who plays Bakersfield
and Cal Poly; and Northridge
who will be up against Riverside
and Pomona at home.
“ Chapman is 7-5 in league, and
Northridge is 6-6. We’re also 66,” said Beason. “ It will come
down to head-to-head records.
We’ve got the toughest battle

because we are on the road.”
After suffering a 19-point
defeat to fourth-ranked UC
Riverside on Thursday, the
Mustangs rebounded to defeat
the last place Cal Poly Pomona
Broncos on Saturday, 99-97.
“ They (Pomona) always play
us tough,” said Assistant Coach
Doug Weber. “ They are a good
ballclub, they have just had a lot
of tough breaks this year.”
The Mustangs were led against
Pomona by freshman Bill Archer,
who made six of seven shots
from three-point range; Coby
Naess, who scored 19 points and
had 12 rebounds; and ‘James
Gama, who had 19 points, 15 of
those coming in the first half.
The playoffs are now the focus,
and the final two games of the
season will determine whether
the Mustangs’ season is over or
whether they will join Riverside,
Dominguez Hills and Bakersfield
in the playoffs.
“ I think it looks good. We’re
right in the middle of the pack
with everyone else, so we’re not
really deciding our own fate
unless we win two games down
there,” said Weber.

DARRELL M IHO/M utUn« Dally

Cal Poly’a Jamaa Qama drivaa to tha hoop ovar a Cal Poly Pomona playar
during tha Mustango 99-97 win on Saturday. Tha Mustangs will try to kaap
thair playofi hopas silva against Chapman on Thursday.
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Senior grapplers bid farewell to Mott Gym
“It’s going to be hard to
replace them,” Head Coach Lennis Cowell said. ‘They were good
wrestlers and good friends.”
Galkowski, at 118 pounds, up
ped his record to 27-8 with a 6-3
decision over Bulldog Anthony
Tamez. Galkowski leads all
seniors in career wins with 83
and qualified for the NCAA Na
tionals two times. Galkowski
also placed 4th in the prestigious

By Anthony M. Romero
SM1Wrl*r

Four senior wrestlers bid
farewell to Mott Gym Friday
night with a 18-17 decision over
Fresno State.
John Galkowski, Joey
Pangelinan, John Martin and
Gabe Cortina competed in the
last home meet of their careers.
Three of the four recorded wins.
R E S E R V E

O r r i C E R S '

T R A I N I N G

C O R P S

YOUR UNCLE WANTS
TO PAY FOR COLLEGE. BUT ONLY
IF YOU'RE GOOD ENOUGH.
Anny ROTC schoUrshipc pay tuition and pro
vide an allowance for fees and textbooks. Find
out if you qualify.
Find out more. Contact Mark Earley, Room
115, Dexter Bldg Or caU SLO-ROTC (756-7682).

Las Vegas Tournament.
“I’m going to miss the home
matches because I wrestle better
at home,” Galkowski said. “It’s
really sad being in my last home
match. I’m going to miss having
my friends cheering me on.”
Pangelinan, at 126 pounds, left
the mat a winner as well,
defeating Harold Zinkin 10-7.
P a n g e l i n a n scored five
takedowns en route to his victory
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and he said that is what he wants
to be remembered by when he

Ic&VGS*

“I want to be remembered as a
good technician on my feet,
Pangelinan said. “And also as
someone who cared about the
sport.”
Pangelinan is ranked first in
the Pac-10 and is 26-7-2. He also
won two tournaments this year
and is ranked in the top 20 by
O
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HISTORY
M O N T H
SPECIAL B O O K DISPLAY THIS WEEK
SAVE 10% FROM PUBLISHER'S ORIGINAL PRICE

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

#

EIG)fraii!^BookstDie

JO H N S T O N C H IR O P R A C TIC C LIN IC , INC.
1150 Grove Street

San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 541-2727

Dr. Mark Johnston

12 Years Of Excellent Service
SPECIAL OFFER TO NEW PATIENTS AND PAST PATIENTS
$ 128.00
VALUE

$19.95
With this Coupon
O ffer E xp ire *
2/28/89
Over $100 S A V IN G S

CHIROPRACTIC EXAMINATION:
__
• Preliminary Consultation anci Health History
Insurance
• Orthopedic Examination of Spine
Accepted
• Neurologicai Examination of Spine
• Necessary Spinal X-Rays and Report of Findings

"You Don't Have To Live with the Pain" CALL Today for Appointment

“Amateur Wrestling News.”
The Mustangs led 6-0 aflerl
P a n g e l i n a n ’s victory, but|
Fresno’s John Pierro helped the!
Bulldogs as he defeated Robert]
Tabarez 10-8 at 134 pounds to|
make the score 6-3.
John Martin, a 142-poundl
senior, saved his best for last asl
he pounded Fred Hunziker 24-81
for a five-point technical fall.

I’m glad to win my last two|
matches against Fresno and
Bakersfield who EU'e our two
main rivals,” Martin said.“It|
feels good to go out a winner.”
Martin is 15-7-2 after winning!
over 25 matches last year and
has come on lately with the win
over Hunziker and a 12-3 deci-j
sion over nationally ranked Steve |
Morris of Bakersfield.
Bill Grundler tied Fresno’s
Sordi at 150 pounds, but it was a
team point taken away with time
r u n n i n g out t h a t proved
disastrous for the Bulldogs. Sor
di cost his team a penalty deduc
tion point by walking off the mat
without shaking his opponent’s
hand. This proved to be the dif
ference in the match.
With the team score at 13-4
after the penalty deduction,
Fresno responded with a
technical fall and a decision to
put the score within one point at
13-12. Mustang Scott Galloway
pleased the crowd with his ’never
say die’ effort, but settled for a
4-4 tie with Fresno’s Ray Boso.

TRACK
From page 3
running on the mile relay team.
Athletes who didn’t compete in
Los Angeles but contributed
strong and, to the coaches,
equally impressive performances
on Saturday included: Eric
Bellamy, a freshman who set a
personal record in the ISOO
meters: Eric Axtell and Jim
Thomas, who both set personal
records in the half mile; and
Steve H o rv ath and Steve
Williams, who both qualified for
nationals in the pole vault.

NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
FOR FALL ’89
A Ü T O B O D Y , P A IN T & T I N T S H O P
QUALITY AÜTOBODY & PAINT WORK

F R E E E S TIM A T E S IMSURANCE WORK GLADLY ACCEPTED
WE STAND BEHIND ALL
COLLISION REPAIRS
•Rust proofing & undercoating
•Q uality 3M window tinting
•Ground effect kits available
•Free shuttle bus to school

541-4938

543-7878

BUTTO NW O O D INDUSTRIAL PARK
731 BUCKLEY RD. SLO

Spacious Two Bedroom Townhouses
Modern Two Bedroom/Bathroom Flats
Private Studio Apartments

I Mustang Drive (adjacent to Poly)

543-4950

EIGsrrcJ
Bppksjbie

i
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Insight
Silence to strife
Racial injustice in South
Africa’s political system

THE

township of
Mamelodi lies
just outside
the capitol ci
ty of Pretoria
in

South

Africa, but it
is practically
in a n o t h e r
world.

By Rob Lorenz
Staff Writer_________
The name Mamelodi means
“place of melody” but the defini
tion certainly doesn’t suit the
surroundings.
What isn’t melodious about the
township is that the residents live
in a racially segregated communi
ty, cut off from the rest of “socie
ty.”
"We went there sort of as a
short-term mission project,” said
Stephen France, a Cal Poly stu
dent who spent a month of last
summer in Mamelodi. “We lived
in the township and worked out in
the rural areas.”
France went there as part of a
group trip arranged through his

old school, Westmont College in
Santa Barbara, and learned more
about apartheid in those four
weeks than most people care to
know, hs said. Since his transfer
to Cal Poly, he has remained in
volved by becoming active in
Amnesty I n t e r n a t i o n a l , an
organization t h a t monitors
worldwide human rights violati
ons.
‘The situation is just incredibly
complex,” said France. “We tried
to get everyone’s viewpoint, from
the most liberal blacks to the
most conservative whites.”
South Africa is seemingly a
country in transition. The present
government has been instituting
reforms, such as allowing black
participation in the government
at the municipal and provincial
level, and striking pass laws (re
quiring black citizens to carry
passes), but still there is strife.
Although blacks are being allow
ed more freedom of movement,
they are not being allowed what
they really want: political power
on the national level. There are a
variety of reasons why they are
not getting that power.
“South Africa has reached the
point of negotiation,” said Rafique Gangat, vice consul of the
South African consulate in a

phone intervi ew from Los
Angeles. “Everyone will have to
give and take,” he added.
Gangat spoke about a “national
council,” where the leaders of all
of the different minority groups
and tribes would sit down and
create a new constitution.
‘The problem is,” he said,
“there is a small group to the
right that wants to keep all of the
power, no matter what the cost.
And then there is a group to the
left that wants to usurp all of the
power, no matter what the cost.
The majority of people are
moderate, however, and in favor
of sharing the power.”
Some major black leaders would
not sit on the council, for a varie
ty of reasons. Mangosuthu Gatsha Buthelezi, the leader of six
million Zulus living in South
Africa, said he would not sit on
the council until Nelson Mandela
is released from prison. Members
of the African National Congress
(ANC) would not sit because they
do not want to share power with a
regime that they feel has been
oppressive for too long.
The ANC is one of those
organizations that Gangat refers
to as wanting to “usurp power, no
matter what the cost.” It is his
belief that much of the violence in
South Africa is caused by groups
such as the ANC.
Quintard Taylor, a Cal Poly
history professor who taught in
Nigeria last year, disagrees with
Gangat’s assumptions.
“I don’t buy the argument that
the ANC is the only violent actor
in South Africa,” said Taylor.
‘The ANC was formed in South
Africa in, I think, 1912. From
1912 until 1960, they were essen
tially a non-violent group trying
to seek peaceful change in society.
They turned to violence because
of the increasing violence of the
state.”
“Let’s go back in history,” said
Taylor. “Let’s go all the way back
to I960 and the Sharpeville mas
sacre. There was brutal violence
there. I don't know how many
people were killed. The conser
vative estimate said that 69 peo
ple were killed, some people say
f^ar more. The ANC wasn’t
responsible for that, the South
African government was respon
sible.”
Gangat said that much of the
violence seen over the last few
years was due to intense media
coverage.
T h e ANC started the violence
when reform was really moving,”
said Gangat. ‘They would start
the riots and so forth when the
television cameras arrived in the
townships in the morning, and
when the cameras lefl at night,
the violence subsided. It was
essentially a show for the televi
sion cameras. Also, the angle
from which the camera shots were

taken cast an unfair light. They
were taken from the blacks’ point
of view, so that what you saw was
the South African police but not
what provoked them.”
Gangat went on to say that
when the television cameras were
banned from the townships, the
violence subsided.
“In the last 10 years, 100 apar
theid laws have been scratched,”
said Gangat. T h e only thing that
remains is residential separation
and separate schools.”
According to Gangat, even
those laws are being ignored.
Blacks have moved into white
neighborhoods in order to be

closer to their work. They are able
to b u y h o m e s in w h i t e
neighborhoods by forming a
business partnership with a white
man, who then can buy the house
in his name for the black person.
‘The white government says
that they’re trying to do reforms,
but it’s just not enough,” said
Stephen France. “Fundamentally,
they are just not doing the right
thing.”

“I think this guy Buthelezi
would say that there is progress,
just because he favors a more
moderate approach,” said France.
“But then a lot of the blacks view
him as a traitor because he’s not
for violence and he’s not for the
overthrow of the government
And I think guys like Mandela,
Tutu and Oliver Tambo (the
leader of the ANC), would think
they (the moderate reforms) are
just to keep the blacks happy so
the government can buy time.”
A symptom of this lack of
cohesiveness in trying to acheive
a common goal is an increased
amount of black-on-black violence
in South Africa. Blacks believed
to be “collaborators” with the
South African government are
sometimes brutally murdered by
more militant blacks. However,
the violence by the South African
government is what many
organizations tend to focus on.
Gangat’s argument is that
other African governments are
more brutal and repressive than
South Africa.
“South Africa is no angel when
it comes to human rights,” he
said. “But I think that the United
States looks at South Africa
through one set of rules and the
rest of Africa through an entirely
different set of rules.”
Indeed, the human rights’
records of a number of African
states, obtained through the
South African consulate, sup-

porta Gangat’s claim that other
African states are also violent.
The most obvious example would
be the reign of terror of Idi Amin
in Uganda during the 1970s.
Amin is credited with the death of
more than 300,000 Ugandans.
T h e 3r’re saying Tes we have a
dictatorial regime ... and we have
a regime that oppresses the black
minority but look at what is hap
pening in places like Nigeria or
Ethiopia’ where there is black
rule,” said Quintard Taylor. “So
(white) South Africans say ‘Why
should we be held to different
standards than they are?* My
counter to this is that I don’t
know if the fact of the matter is
that other African nations are
br ut al and r e p r e s s i v e
automatically means that the
South Africans have a right in
terms of maintaining a brutal and
repressive state there. The South
African regime, I think, operates
at a far different level. Not only is
it brutal and repressive, but it
does so on a racial basis.”
According to Taylor, there is
violence by the government that
serves to hold down the blacks
and helps maintain the state. And
according to Gangat, there is
black on black violence, which is a
hindrance to possible negotiations
that could lead to increased power
for blacks on the national level.
See INSIGHT, page 6
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Morro
body
surfers
not
found
Logging team rolls its
way to championship

Half-brothers may have been caught in strong current
ByJ.W. McPhail

By Mike McMillan
Sp*claltoth« Daily

Cal Poly’s logging team took
top honors at its second annual
campus Logger Sports Champi
onships Saturday. Sierra College
placed second and UC Berkeley
and King’s River Community
College tied for third.
A large crowd eryoyed the
competition events, which took
to the land and water. The Cal
Poly loggers were impressive as
they placed first in 11 of 13
events.
Outstanding Poly lumbeijacks
included Kevin Chambers, who
won three events with his
mastery of the axe and chainsaw.
Blaine Boccignone won the pole
climb in great form. Smokey
McLaughlin, also the team’s
coach, won the “Bull of the
Woods" award for most overall
points. McLaughlin dominated
the water events, which required
some fancy footwork on the
buoyant, spinning logs. Carrie
Biggin won the women’s overall
"Bell of the Woods” award.
Blisters and bruises are com

r EC
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mon to logger sports, but one
Sierra College athlete suffered a
dislocated elbow in the obstacle
event.
Although Cal Poly has had a
logging team for 10 years, the
first home meet was held in 1988.
McLaughlin is largely responsi
ble for starting this campus
tradition. “By inviting junior
colleges,” he said, “there’s a
g'ood chance some of these stu
dents may transfer to Poly.” He
said he hopes these schools will
be sponsoring their own com
petitions in the future, after
learning how such events are or
ganized.
Team adviser Tim O’Keefe said
logging competition is not all fun
and games: “These events em
phasize skills these students will
be using in their fieldwork.”
The logging team is not entire
ly made up of natural resource
management mjyors. Any stu
dent can join the club.
The team is now practicing for
the “superbowl” of logger sports,
the Conclave, which will be held
in Idaho in April.
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An unsuccessful search for two
body surfers off the coast of
Morro Bay was called off Mon
day morning.
Two half-brothers, Christopher
Cabral, 13, and Steven Dooley,
17, both of Dinuba, were
reported missing Sunday after
noon by their father.
Police said the father, whose
name was not given, was wat
ching the boys body surf about
50 to 75 yards off the beach
north of Morro Rock. He looked
away for a few moments and
when he looked back he said he
was unable to find the boys.
The boogie board the boys had
been sharing washed up on the

beach a short time later.
Neither of the boys were wear
ing wetsuits.
According to police the boys’
father said both were pretty good
swimmers.
Two Coast Guard cutters, the
Morro Bay Harbor Patrol, the
County Sheriffs Search and
Rescue unit, the State Park Ser
vice, Morro Bay Police and a
Coast Guard helicopter searched
Sunday afternoon and Monday
morning for the boys, said police.
Harbor Patrol Officer Jim
Kroll said the search is now
limited to routine patrols of the
beach area by police, the Harbor
Patrol and the State Park Ser
vice.
Kroll said that on the day the
boys were reported missing the

waves were 3 to 5 feet high and a
5 to 15 mph wind was creating a
significant chop on the water.
Rip currents were running
strong, said Kroll, and while he
was patrolling off the coast, he
noticed a major current continu
ing about a mile out from where
the boys disappeared.
Rip currents are common in
the surf, said Kroll and are
usually visible because of sand
mixed up in the turbulent water.
They do not always occur in the
same spots, he said.

short stories and a novella. She is
the recipient of the Quinto Sol
Award for literature and in 1981,
was honored with a Writer
Recognition Award by the Texas
Commission on the Arts.
Cal Poly Arts sponsored

Tr a mb l e y as p a r t of its
Writerspeak series, which is
designed to bring the best of
contemporary writers to Cal Poly
to read and discuss their work.
The reading was also a featured
event of Women’s Week.

From page 1

situation of Chicano women
within their own culture.
Trambley, a community college
instructor, producer and director,
has written two plays, a collec
tion of Haiku poems, a book of
H E W
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INSIGHT
From page 5
Blacks will not readily enter in
to those “negotiations” for many
reasons.
“Buthelezi won’t meet until
Mandela is freed,” said Gangat.
"However, Mandela cannot be
freed until he denounces violence

The U S Air Force asked us to build a ground-based
electro-optical deep space surveillarKe system that
could identify an obiect the size of a soccer ball at
22,300 miles in space We did it. utilizing 3 telescopes
and a large 4 computer system. Then they asked us to
build four more s ^ e m sites Quite an achievement,
but it's just or>e example of TR W 's impact on the future.
T R W offers you the freedom to move among a wide
variety of opportunities in microelectronics high
energy lasers, large software systems, communica
tions and scientific spacecraft. If you're majorir>g in
engir>eering, computer scierx^e. math, or physics and
want to be with a company that's drivir>g techr>ok>gy
into the r>ext century, it's r>oi too soon to talk Ibmorrow IS taking shape at a company called TRW .
N you are unable to see us on cam pus please send

your resume to: T R W . C o lle g e Relations. E2/4000.
D e p t. A 0 8 8 . Or>e Space P ark, R e d o n d o B ea ch.
C A 90278

Lose
T7-251b&
in 6weeks.

Because Anywhere Else Is Yesterday,
An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer
United State« Citifenahip May Ba Raquired

TR W w ill be on
cam pus M a rch 1-2,

Ê

See y o u r colle ge

A Company C illtd TRW

as a means of undermining the
government."
It is doubtful that this will
happen in the near future. Nelson
Mandela is 70 years old and is be
ing held in a guarded house,
where he is not allowed to leave
but is in more comfortable sur
roundings than he was in prison,

'To paraphrate Nelson
BAandela, he said that he
will denounce violence as
a means of overthrowing
the South African state
as soon as the South Af
rican state denounces vi
olence as a means of
nudntaining Itself in
power.'
-Quintard Taylor, Cal
Poly history professor

A company called "TR W ". Here's the story.

to sign -u p .

Eight people have died in
surf-related accidents in Morro
Bay since 1974.

AUTHOR

Who Do You Call
When You Want To
IdentifY A Soccer
BallAt 2 2 ^ 0 Miles
In Space?

pla ce m e n t office

When caught in a rip, Kroll
said, swimmers should stay calm
and swim parallel to the shore
until out of the current.

'Hir^n iloil...without shois.
drugs, pills, or s|MTiiil f(MKls...and
without feeling hungry. Vour own
tiersonal rounselor will show you
how,. .and stay with you every step
of the way.Vdur first ronsullalion
is free. Call now.

^ D IET >
vCENTERy
1504 Marsh
atCalH. Blvd.
541-O CT

Other locations:
Atascadero
Morro Bay
Arro^ Grande

said Gangat.
"To p a r a p h r a s e N e l s o n
Mandela,” said Taylor, “he said
that he will denounce violence as
a means of overthrowing the
South African state as soon as
the South African state de
nounces violence as a means of
maintaining itself in power.”
In a battle of opposites, who
can agree on the right thing?
Conservative white groups want a
return to all -ilt the vestiges of
past apartheid, and liberal black

'The problem is, there is
a small group to the right
that wants to keep all of
the power, no matter
what the cost. And then
there is a group to the
left that wants to usurp
all of the power, no mat
ter what the cost.'
-Rafique Gangut, vice
consul to South African
consulate____________ _
groups want the overthrow of the
government. How can thoae in
the middle bring everyone
together?
Today, the issue is power, not
race and color,” said Gangat.
Gangat believes that the issue
is power. No matter how many
apartheid laws are removed, no
matter how much mors freedom is
allowed, blacks in South Africa
will not be satisfied until they
have power on the national gov
ernment level.
The next question might be, is
equality too much to ask for? •
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VERSES
F ro m p age 1

‘The EEC decision ... is a clear
sign which proves claims that
the issue of this blasphemous
book ... is a plot designed by
Western imperialism to fight
true Islam,” IRNA quoted him
as saying.
“We do not fear such threats.
... We are prepared to follow our
own path at a cost,” said Rafsanjani.
The c o n f r o n t a t i o n over
Rushdie appeared to be eroding
efforts by some Iranian officials.

i n c l u d i n g R a f s a n j a n i , to
strengthen ties with more na
tions despite opposition by fun
damentalist hard-liners.
Although Rafsanjani was not
quoted as endorsing the death
sentence, his comments indicated
Iranian leaders were closing
ranks in the face of retaliation for
Khomeini’s death call.
President Ali Khamenei, a
Rafsanjani ally, said Friday that
Rushdie might be pardoned if he
r ep en t ed and apologized.
Rushdie, a Moslem himself.

apologized the next day, but
I^omeini ignored the overture
and renewed the death threat.
The 41-year-old Indian-bom
author has been in hiding with
his wife in Britain, where he
lives.
The Common Market nations
stopped short of breaking rela
tions with Iran but said that in
addi tion to r e c a l l i n g top
diplomats, they would suspend
high-level visits to and from
Iran.
Britain, a market member.

went a step further by recalling
its entire embassy staff. On
Tuesday, it announced it was
expelling the Iranian charge
d’affaires and his aide.
“It is neither possible nor sen
sible to conduct a normal rela
tionship with Iran,” Foreign
Secretary Sir Geoffrey Howe told
the House of Commons.
Sweden and Norway followed
the Common Market and recalled
their ambassadors, and Sweden
threatened to cancel a trade mis
sion to Tehran next month unless

the death warrant were rescind
ed.
Finland and Austria sumjnoned the Iranian ambassadors to
their nations to express disap
proval of Iran’s actions.
Publishers in Prance, West
Germany, Greece and Turkey
then canceled plans to publish
the book. Bookstores in Japan
and many in the United States
pulled the novel from their
shelves.
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Californians support abortions
Seventy percent of those polled oppose legal sanctions

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Two out of three Californians be
lieve that a woman should be
allowed to have an abortion if she
wants one during the first
trimester of pregnancy, accor
ding to a California Poll released
Tuesday.
The poll also showed that 70
percent of state residents oppose
a constitutional amendment to
make abortion illegal and that 55
percent believe that the state
should pay for the abortions of
poor women.
But while the poll showed an
increase in support for early
abortions, it also showed a drop
in support for abortions in later
stages of pregnancy.
Only 31 percent of those

surveyed favored a woman’s
right to have an abortion during
the second trimester while 56
percent were opposed, and 15
percent approved third-trimester
abortions while 69 percent were
opposed.
The survey of 1,007 adults,
conducted by the Field Institute
Jan. 23 to 31, has a margin or er
ror of plus or minus 3 percentage
points.
The poll shows that despite the
growing controversy over abor
tion, the margin of Californians
favoring first-trimester abortions
has steadily grown during the
past decade.
In 1980, 58 percent of those
polled favored a woman’s right
to have an abortion during the

first three months of pregnancy;
thirty-seven percent were oppos
ed.
While 66 percent in the current
poll were in favor, the number of
those opposed fell to 27 percent.
Amy Weitz, spokeswoman for
Alameda County-San Francisco
Planned Parenthood said the poll
shows that “ anti-choice groups
reflect a very small but wellorganized minority.’’
But Lawrence Schrank, direc
tor of the anti-abortion group
Operation Rescue in Sunnyvale,
doubted the poll’s finding.
He contends that such groups
have found that only 17 to 18
percent of Californians would
favor first-trimester abortions on
demand.

N RA fights cities’ AK-47 bans
Will appeal laws to state Supreme Court

Billy hit a Homer.
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UNIVERSAL CITY, Calif.
(AP) — Seven gun owners
assisted by the National Rifle
Association prepared Tuesday to
ask the California Supreme Court
to throw out city laws banning
semiautomatic rifles in Stockton
and Los Angeles because state
law pre-empts them.
The two cities’ ordinances were
enacted this month after a gun
man assassinated five children
and wounded 30 other people at a
Stockton elementary school on
J a n .17.
The gun owners, including two
Stockton residents and two Los
Angeles police officers, prepared
to file suit directly to the state
Supreme Court because the two
cities and other communities
that have enacted similar laws
are in different state appellate
districts, said Richard Gardiner,
assistant general counsel for the
NRA.
The case belongs in the high
court because it is of significant
statewide importance, Gardiner
said.
A petition for writ of mandate
was to be filed late Tuesday or
Wednesday morning.
Four of the plaintiffs told a
news conference at the Sheraton
Universal Hotel that the city or
dinances take away rights and
instill fear that the bans will lead

Your Full-Service COPY a n d GRAPHICS C e n te r
PRINT-QUALITY COPIES
TYPESEHING
RESUMES
STATS & M ore...

SELF-SERVE

MACS
$ 6 .0 0 /h r
Laser Prints 35c

FOOTHIU PLAZA • 775 FOOTHIU BLVD. • SAN LUIS OBISPO • 544-3625

to action against other types of
firearms.
Gardiner and the gun owners
said that rather than controlling
guns, the justice system should
d e al m o re s tro n g ly w ith
criminals such as the Stockton
gunman, Patrick Purdy, who
k ille d
h im s e lf a f te r the
schoolyard massacre.
“ I’m paying the price that un
fortunately the man who com
mitted the crime in Stockton is
not alive to pay,’’ said Bill
Hilburn, a Department
of
Energy engineer who lives two
miles from the Stockton school.
“ Nobody is more outraged about
w hat
happened
in
my
hometown.’’
D onald C a stillo o f Los
Angeles, an aerospace electronics
engineer, said he was interested
in target shooting with such
guns and he worries the bans will

lead to attacks on other civil
liberties.
“ I’m here because I’m scared
to death,’’ Castillo said.
There are several proposed
laws being considered by the
Legislature. All are in various
committees in both houses.
A major bill is AB357 by
Assemblyman Mike Roos, D-Los
Angeles. It would ban outright
sem iau to m atic
a ssa u lt-sty le
weapons like the AK-47 used by
Purdy in Stockton.
A bill written by Sen. David
Roberti, D-Los Angeles, would
generally bar the sale of assault
weapons and require people who
already own them to register
them with the state.
“ It looks like there’s a fairly
even split in the Legislature on
the Roos bill,’’ Gardiner said. He
said the same was true of Roberti’sbill.

Autopsies in So. Cal crash
may shed light on its cause
CORONA, Calif. (AP) —
Autopsies were performed Tues
day as officials tried to determine
what caused a chartered plane to
crash into a mountain ridge, kill
ing a pilot and nine members of a
Las Vegas family on a holiday
trip to Disneyland.
“ When the autopsies are com
plete, we will know more,’’ Dan
Cupido, supervising deputy cor
oner for Riverside County, said
Tuesday.
He added that the identifica
tion of the victims would also be
completed through a check of
dental records. But Cupido said
no other large groups of people
were missing and it appeared the
victims included a Las Vegas
police officer and Mormon church
leader, his wife, five of their

children, his brother-in-law and
his sister-in-law.
No preliminary cause for the
crash had been determined,
Cupido said.
The crash inquiry was being
coordinated by the National
Transportation Safety Board,
but chief investigator Alan
Pollock was at the site and
unavailable for comment, a
spokeswoman said.
Although the crash occurred
Sunday, wreckage of the twinengine Cessna 402 wasn’t found
until Monday, close to the top of
a 2,270-foot ridge overlooking
Hagador Canyon in the Santa
Ana Mountains, part of the
Cleveland National Forest about
45 miles southeast of Los
Angeles.
“ There were toys in the
airplane, including two little
stuffed Mickey Mouses,’’ said
Mickey W orthington of the
Riverside County coroner’s office.
The dead were identified as
Michael Cranson. 36, a Las
Vegas police officer; his wife,
Raeann, 33; their five children,
Shauna, 15, Stephanie, 14,
Nicole, 12, Joshua, II and Kyle,
7; James Montano, 24, and Cyn
thia Montano, 23, identified in
Las Vegas as Raeann Cranson’s
sister and brother-in-law.
Also killed in the crash was the
pilot, identified as Hassan Berro,
co-owner of Las Vegas Flyers
charter line.
“ They found Michael, and they
found his police badge,’’ said
Merrill Pugmire, bishop of the
family’s Mormon Church stake in
Las Vegas.
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Bush says ‘vicious rumor’ against Tower ‘gunned dow n’
WASHINGTON (AP) — P resident,
Bush on Tuesday denounced as “ vicious
rumor” allegations against Defense Secre
tary-designate John Tower and declared
they had been “ gunned down” by a
thorough FBI report.
A committee vote on the embattled
nominee was scheduled for Thursday.
Urging the Senate to move “ forthright-,
ly” on the nomination, Bush said at a*
news conference that the report produced
nothing to substantiate allegations of ex
cessive drinking, philandering and finan
cial improprieties.
Members of the Senate Armed Services
Committee, meanwhile, scrutinized the
report, which the White House forwarded
to committee chairman Sen. Sam Nunn.
D-Ga., and ranking Republican John
Warner of Virginia late Monday.
Nunn’s office said the committee would
meet in a closed session Wednesday and
vote Thursday on the nomination.
Meanwhile, Rep. Mickey Edwards, ROkla., a prominent conservative, said
Tower should withdraw his nomination
because he has lost the credibility needed
to promote Bush’s defense agenda.

think John Tower has a substantial problem ... I
don’t think that has anything to do with who he’s
sleeping with or whether he has one glass of wine be
fore he goes to bed or tw o.’
— Rep. Mickey Edwards, R-Okla.
“ I think John Tower has a substantial
problem,” Edwards told reporters. “ I
don’t think that has anything to do with
who he’s sleeping with or whether he has
one glass of wine before he goes to bed or
two.”
Edwards said the question is whether
Tower, a former Republican senator who
once chaired the Armed Services Commit
tee, can be credible in dealing with defense
contractors after accepting nearly $1
million from major weapons manufactur
ers as a consultant since he left the Senate
in I98S.
But Bush, responding to reporters’
questions at the White House, said he was
“ convinced that he is not only capable of
doing this job, but will do it in an
outstanding way.”

Rescue teams search
for crashed airplane
in remote Fla. swamp
HURLBURT FIELD,
Fla.
(AP) — About 100 rescue
workers used a helicopter, bull
dozers and b rid g e-b u ild in g
equipment Tuesday trying to
reach the site in a remote swamp
where a California-based Air
Force C-I4IB cargo plane crash
ed and burned with eight people
aboard.
“ The status of those on board
is not known at this lime,”
Technical Sgt. David Torrence, a
spokesman for this base in
Florida’s Panhandle, said about
12 hours after the first rescuers
reached the scene.
The plane, a four-engine jet
transport based at Norton Air
Force Base at San Bernadino,
Calif., went down at about 8 p.m.
CST Monday about four miles
north of Hurlburi while on a final
landing approach.
Seven crew members from
Norton were on board. Also, a
retired
m ilita ry
passenger
boarded during a refueling stop
in Colorado Springs, Colo., of
ficials said.
“ The C-I4I location along with
heavy rains that have been fall
ing since the crash are hamper
ing rescue and recovery efforts,”
Torrence said. “ Bulldozers and
bridge building equipment are on
the scene to facilitate the
recovery crews’ access to the air
craft.”
As of noon, however, no vehi
cles had been able to reach the
site.
Rescuers arrived by climbing
down a rope from a hovering
helicopter, or by wading in on
foot.
The crash site is on a portion of

have been rumor, and a lot of it vicious
rumor.”

Eglin Air Force Base’s sprawl
ing, 720-square-mile military
reservation, used for training
maneuvers and weapons testing.
Rescue personnel from both
bases were at the scene.
“ I understand it’s about five
feet of water, underbrush and a
swamp area, just difficult getting
through on land,” Torrence said.
It took about four hours for
the first rescuers to locate and
get to the scene. They arrived in
an Army UH-60 Blackhawk
helicopter.
The plane was on a regularly
scheduled flight and was to have
gone on to Howard Air Base in
Panama after picking up cargo
and personnel here.
The wreckage was not widely
scattered but officials said the
only pan of the plane reported
intact was the tail section.
Small fires still burned hours
after the crash.
Controllers at Eglin lost radio
and radar contact with the plane
at about the same lime Army
Rangers, who have a training
camp on Eglin’s reservation, said
they heard an explosion.
No munitions were aboard and
the sound may have been that of
the plane hilling the ground, said
Col. Dale Stovall, commander of
the 1st Special Operations Wing
at this base about 35 miles east
of Pensacola.
T h e re
w ere
sev ere
thunderstorms in the area, said
Stovall, who was in charge of the
rescue and recovery effort, but he
declined to say if weather figured
in the crash. An Air Force safety
team is investigating the acci
dent.

The president said the allegations
against Tower “ that have been hanging
over this simply have been gunned down
in terms of fact.”

The president said he personally
reviewed the 140-page FBI leport.
“ What I got from it was that there has
been a very unfair treatment of this man
by rumor and innuendo, over and over
again rumors surfacing with no facts to
back them up,” Bush said.
Published reports have said the FBI
found that Tower drank excessively in the
1970s, but no longer does so.
Asked about that, and whether the
former senator had undergone treatment.
Bush replied:
“ 1 say there is no evidence of any kind
of the disease — alcoholism. None. None
whatsoever.”
Bush said the report “ speaks to the fact
that a lot of the charges ... I’d say all of
these charges that we’ve read about —

Meanwhile, The Wall Street Journal
reported in Tuesday’s editions that as a
senator from Texas Tower profited from a
lucrative oil investment arranged in 1981
by a Corpus Christi lawyer whose son
Tower recommended for nomination to the
federal bench.
Tower’s financial disclosure forms in
dicate he put up no capital and financed
his entire investment with a five-year
promissory note from a now-defunct San
Antonio bank, the newspaper said.
The money was used to purchase
machinery which was leased to a Corpus
Christi drilling firm under terms that
allowed Tower to pay off the note while
earning about $25,000 from the rental
payments and resale of the equipment in
1986, it said.
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USSR will ask Israel to negotiate with P L O
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — Soviet
F o re ig n
M in is te r E d u a rd
Shevardnadze, on the eve of sep
arate talks with Israeli and PLO
officials, said Tuesday he would
try to persuade Israel to negoti
ate with PLO chief Yasser
Arafat.
Shevardnadze’s 10-day Middle
East initiative faces its toughest
test Wednesday when he meets
Israeli Foreign Minister Moshe
Arens in an effort to sell Israel
on his peace plan. Arens warned
that arranging peace talks could
be a lengthy process.
“ Peacemaking in the Middle
East is a very difficult exercise.
It is a painfully slow process.
But we are both convinced that
very intensive efforts have to be
made to try to put momentum in
the process and try to move the
process forward,” Arens said.
E g y p t’s Foreign M inister
Esmat Abdel-Meguid, speaking
to reporters after meeting Arens,

also indicated that preparatory
moves might take a long time.
“ We will keep on discussing
and talking and having a
dialogue, a means we believe in
even if the dialogue takes a long
time,” he said.
Israel is adamantly opposed to
talks with the Palestine Libera
tion Organization, which it views
as a terrorist group. It also has
serious reservations about the
Soviet concept of an imrrn3tional conference, which would
include the PLO.
“ We are trying to persuade
Israel” to enter negotiations
with the PLO, Shevardnadze told
reporters after meeting with
Egyptian Prime Minister Ahmed
Sidqi.
Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak
Shamir, leaving on a four-day
trip to France, was chilly toward
the Soviet proposal of a U.N.sponsored Middle East peace
conference.
“ We don’t believe the interna
tional conference can serve the
cause of peace, but it was their
(the Soviets') idea so it is not
surprising they should raise it,”
Shamir said.
He did not, however, rule out
further discussions, and Israeli

officials have hinted some com
promise might ultimately be
possible to overcome Israel’s
fears that such a conference
would be biased against the Jew
ish state.
On the eve of Shevardnadze’s
meeting with Arens, there was
rising speculation that it might
set the stage for restoration of
diplomatic relations between
Moscow and Jerusalem.
Moscow severed ties after the
l*i67 Middle East war when
Israel captured Arab lands.
Arens declined to comment on
the prospects for renewing ties
with Moscow. But the prospect
clearly alarmed PLO officials.
Yasser Abed-Rabbo, head of
the PLO’s information depart
ment and a member of the
organization’s IS-man Executive
Committee, said the Soviets
should not renew relations unless
Israel accepted an international
conference.
"W a sh in g to n
is pushing
Moscow into an unconditional
resumption of ties with Israel,
offering in return only promises
of a wider Soviet role in the
Middle East,” Abed-Rabbo said
in a telephone interview PLO
headquarters in Tunis.

“ We don’t believe the Soviets
will fall into this trap,” he said.
Israel has insisted it would ac
cept a Soviet role in peacemaking
only if ties are renewed.
Shevardnadze was vague about
what might happen concerning
Israeli-Soviet ties. He restated
Moscow’s position that the lack
of relations was not normal and
said Israel “ knows the means”
for bringing about a change.
Shevardnadze met earlier with
Abdel-Meguid to review his pro
posal, unveiled earlier in Syria,
that the U.N. Security Council
and its five permanent members
lay the groundwork for a peace
conference to be convened within
nine months.
The five permanent council
members — the United States,
the Soviet Union, Britain, France
and China — would sit as a
preparatory committee to‘ ar
range the conference.
Egypt and the Soviet Union
“ agreed on the importance ...
convincing Israel of the impor
tance of peace, withdrawal from
the occupied territories and giv
ing Palestinians self-determina
tio n ,” an Egyptian Foreign
Ministry official said on condi
tion of anonymity.
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Our waves are creahng just as much excitement in Silicon Valley. Acuson's
record growth, profitability and team approach make us the ideal environment
for talented BS and MS graduates in EE, EL, CS or ETMP. If you're looking for a
company on the move, join us at Acusón.

We’ll be on campus to talk about opportunities for:

• Test Diagnostic Engineers
• Manufacturing Engineers
• Software Test Engineers
• Analog Test/Design Engineers
• Digital Design Engineers

ON-CAMPUS
Interviews
Thursday - March 2,1989
Placement Center

Please call your Placement Center to schedule an interview. Our address is Acusón, 1220
Charleston Road, P.O. Box 7393, Mountain View, CA 94039-7393. We are an equal
opportunity employer.

C O M P U T E D

WASHINGTON (AP) — A
University of Virginia professor
cautioned today against taking
drastic action to combat the at
mosphere’s greenhouse effect
until scientists learn whether it
causes droughts, heat waves and
other climatic changes.
“ Our policy should be com
mensurate with the state of our
scien tific k n o w le d g e,’’ Dr.
Patrick J. Michaels told a House
Energy and Commerce subcom
mittee studying the problem.
Dr. Stephen Schneider, a
scientist for the National Center

‘Another decade will
be required to be sure
that the warming o f
the 1980s (the warmest
decade recorded on a
global basis) will ...
continue . . . ’ S Schneider
for A tm o sp h eric R esearch,
agreed that better information is
needed, but he said action was
needed now as "insurance
against catastrophic change.”
The greenhouse effect "gives
you an additional reason” to
reduce burning of fossil fuels and
take other action to benefit the
environment, he said.
The subcommittee was told
that it may take two decades to
learn whether the greenhouse ef
fec t
is
r e s p o n s ib le
fo r
temperature changes like the
heat waves of last summer.
Schneider and Michaels agreed
that scientists are unable to at
tribute last summer’s heat to the
buildup of greenhouses gases,
and Schneider showed the com
mittee slides of news articles
that he said prematurely blamed
last summer’s temperatures on
built up greenhouse gases.
Schneider said “ another de
cade, or possibly two, will be re
quired to be sure that the warm
ing of the 1980s (the warmest
decade recorded on a global
basis) will ... continue into the
1990s and beyond.”
Michaels, a professor of en
v iro n m en tal sciences, said
climate experts have a “ clouded
vision” of future global warming,
and told lawmakers that “ basing
sweeping environmental policy”
on such u n c e rta in tie s " i s
especially risky, even if the
policy is otherwise rational.”
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Acusón is making exating waves in the ultrasound industry. We utilize Com
puted Sonography, which enables medical prolessionals to literally see inside
the human body. The image is formed on a hybrid analog/digiul computer
under software control, providing the highest resolution, most precise medical
imaging ever.

Presentation/Demonstration
Wednesday - March 1,1989 at 7 p.m.
The Staff Dining Hall, Room C

Experts cite
‘greenhouse’
overreaction
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ALPHA CRISIS P R EG N AN C Y C E N TE R
24-HR LIFELINE 541-3367
FREE PR EG N A N CY T E S T
"A FRIEND FOR LIFE"
IT 'S
COMING!!!
March 6,7, ft 8th Doni UU miss It

ABM

C O A C H NEED ED
Cal Poly Wbmen’s Soccer Team
for more info call
Beth 544-7916

•••GOLDEN K E V meeting tonight at 6pm U U Rm 218
COM POSITIO N C LUB
Magnetic Enhancement of
Filament Wound Composites
Sci E-47 7:00 Tonight
G E TO FFY O U R /

.& KICK SOM E G LASS

Thanks for helping me wash the
car. Poor spot! Sorry about your
head. It should heal
-who else could it be?
Scotty with the body
I love you, I really do
Get the due?
Love, Juicy Thighs

B ETA TH E TA PI W O ULD LIKE T O
THANK A LP H A OM ICRON PI FOR A
W O N D ER FU L EXC H A N G E ON FEB 11TH
Sigma Chi Rush
FriFeb.17B B Q
Sal Feb 18 Mystery theme Party
Tue Feb 21 Noche Déla tortilla si
ga Wed Feb.22 Smoker______________

SIGMA PI...

\AATER SKI CLUB

Trip this wknd-Team info-Havasu $
due'New members welcome-AII levels
meet tonight Wed 7 30 /Vg10-Rm220

la flying highi

THETA CHI
RUSH

SCE
W »d.Feb22 1989. 7 30pm; 13-118
Several speakers from CALTRANS'!
Great chance for information or7
D O N T MISS ITI!

AVON-aNordable. quality products
FREE BRO CHUR E-Call KAREN 544-3230.

2122 Bowling-Meet at House 8pm
2123 Smoker-8pm

D ESIG N -YR -SW EA TS
G R EEK L E T TE R S
S I K SCREENING
5-6 DAY SERVICE
contact cal poly representatives
Kerne Whitelaw 546-0332_____________

BLOOD DRIVE

KP34

Thura Feb 23 10-2 In Chuntaah
Coma give so another might Mva<
Sponsored by SHAC____________

Dont count your chtckerts
before tney hatch
Cu 2 none of ua are an easy catch
and back on your mule
cuz youre no Greek God
at this firre school
WWl thanks for the thought
of being your valentine.
But dKt you REALLY thmk
I would choose you as mma?

Com ing Soon...
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Create a T-S tw l Design tor the
School of Engmeenng 8 you could
Mun $50 See flyers m Enor.
bldgs for more mfo or ca l
Terry, 544-8873.________________

G AR AG E SALE
ASI HOBBY G AR AGE HAS O N CAM PUS
GAR AGE SPACE FO R R E N T VI/EEKLY
M O N TH LY Q U A R TE R LY R ATES AMkA
W C LUD ES EN G W E MOIST ft STANDS
756-2435
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M u s t a n g D a il y
C LA S S IFIE D S
HAS A C O N V E N IE N T DROP BOX
LO C A TED AT TH E U.U INFO DESK
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP EACH
DAY AT 10AM

LA M B D A CHI A LP H A
Spriftg Rush
Comedy Night.
2/13/89
at the house 7 OOP M
The L'ambda Skde Show W M 2/1SBO
at the Monday Club Located at
1815 M o m e r^ St at 7 OOP M
Caribbean Crwse Night Thurs
2/16/89 Meet at the house 6 00PM
TG IF Party. Fn.Z/U-BO atS OO
P M at the house
Rico's Italian Dmrrer. Tues
2/21/89 at 7 OOP M at the house
Casual Nigm, W M 2/22/89
Starting at 6 30P M at the house
House Address
1617 Santa Rosa St
San L uis Obispo
544 9913

O P EN S TO M O R R O W

fe

*í

PEER ADVISING
FO R A LL POLI SCI S TU D E N TS
M O N -TH U R S 10-4PM FOB11R ALL Q TR
Society of Black
Business Students
Become an officer or just G E T
INVOLVED!! Meetings every Tues
5-6pm
Officer Elections-Feb 21st
SUN G LA SSES! and an outstandirrg deal'
Ray-Ban, O a k l^ , Vuarnet. Suncloud,
Revo's, Bucci, Gargoyles, Frogskins,
Maui-Jims, Hobie, arxf Ski Optics
Cheap to start with plus 10*/» off
the top with a Cal Poly ID Super
Deals on swimwear, shorts arid Tshirls too. The Sea Barn Avila Beach

FEB.22 G U E S T IN TER VIEW S UU 219
FEB.23 SM O K ER
MONDAY C LU B 1815 M O N TE R E Y S T
FEB.25 SIGM A KAPPA E X C H A N G E
All Night Events Begin at 7pm
For info or rides
Call Roger at 541-1417________________

FEB.21 MARDI G R A S
O D D FE LLO W S S HALL 520 DANA ST.
FEB.22 G U E S T N TE R V IE W S UU 219
FEB.23 SM O K ER
MONDAY C LU B 1815 M O N TE R R E Y ST.
FEB.25 SIGM A KAPPA E X C H A N G E
All Night Events Begin at 7pm
For Info or Rides
Call Roger at 541-1417

PHI KAPPA PSI
SPRING RUSH

Tues 2/14 Chicken Dinrrer 6 00pm
At the House
Thurs 2/16........
Sat 2/18.........
Tues 2/22 Rib Dinner 6 OOpm
At the House
W M 2/23 Smoker 7 OOpm
Coat ft Tie At the House
Thurs 2/24 Interviews
(Invite Only)
1439 Phillips Ln
For info or rides call 543-9652

FEB
FEB
FEB
FEB
FEB

RUSH DELTA SIGM A PHI
13 Dessert wilh the Brothers
14 Bachelor Party - a must see
15 C o m M y night ( 700pm)at house
20 Sports BB<S (100PM)
21 Dinner and Smoker (600pm)
For ride or info call 543-9818

Wbrk overseas this summer C IFF
work abroad presentation Feb 27
7 OOpm UUEscape Route sponsor ASI

B USIN ESS O P P O R T U N ITY FO R A L L
S TU D EN TS
Branch management positions
available in your hometown during
the summer Earn $6-15,(XX),and
gam valuable business exper
ience No investment requirM. Act
rtow! Call Student Painters for
more information 1-800-426-6441
D A N C E R -E X O TIC FO R B A C H E LO R
PARTIES S TR IC TL Y DANCING
WILL TRAIN G O O D INCOM E 922-5694

EXPO ’89

FIND TH A T P E R F E C T W ORK
EX P E R IE N C E W IT H O U T PAPERW ORK
W IT H O U T LEAVWG C A M P U S
FEB 27, C H U M A SH 9:30-1 30
•ATT V O LLEYB ALL PLAYERS*
Rec Sports Special Events is
holding a Doubles tom. Sun Feb26
9am at the Mott Gym CaH Rec
S(X>rls for info for the fun of it
•WORLDS L A R G E S T A E R O B IC C L A M *
Held on too campuaea across the
country.Thurs Feb.23 1pm In the
Poly Mot Gym . Includes heavy duty
workout, rlzee srtd loads of fun.
Call Rec
rta for more info.
D O U B LES VO LLEYB ALL
SUN FEB 26 M EN W OM AN C O E D
D E TA L S AT R EC S P O R TS

S F TE Balsa Airplane Competition
Feb 22 from 11am to 2pm
In Chumash Auditonum

Prizes Given!

$2 entry fee
Can 541-3469 for mfo Ask Ceiao

O F F IC E HELPER
PT/TIME.15-20 Hrs per wk (Wbd.Frift
Sat)Experience pref.but can tram
Assist w/ oflics mairfl.phones.
daily paperwk.customers.m Build
ing material Busmess.Reply w/
NAME.Addressftphone and a breif
Introduction of yourself T O
Personnel.3145 Camelia C SL 93401.
SUM M ER J O B S M 8 L O
Competitive wages as Foreman or
C re w p a in te r. Apply at Placemertt
CtrJCall ^ A N BROWDER-544-0547^^____
TE L E Q u iZ P R O M O TIO N 12 IMMEDIATE
P SITIO N S $5 00 HR (SA LA R Y ft B O N U S)
S T U D E N T S W ELC O M E APPLY 475 M ARSH
S T .40 A F TE R 9AM (M O T O W N M O TE L )
N O PHON E C A U S PLEASE_______________
Wbuid you like to work with kids
In the High Sierras this summer
Wnte-Bob Stem 4009 Shendan Ct.
Auburn, Ca 95603 (916) 823-9260_________
YARD P ER S O N
Part-time Hrs m Building M A TE R 
IALS YARD.SLO Job m cKides.EOUPM EN T OPERATION.yard maint .ER R AN DS
ft H ELPW G CUSTOM ERS.Tues/Thurs AM s
a M U S T 5450 Edna Rd .SLO 544-1375

REW ARD
Radio Controlled Airplane Crashed
Somewhere on Poly Campus Sunday.
If found. Please call Joe:541-4206
or turn into Public Safety.
Plane is orange and has a 6ft
wingspan TH A N K S !

SREWARD
A$2S reward
for the safe and
complete return of my bWe No
queisbons wd be asked on as
return SP EC IALIZED M O UN TAM
BIKE. "HARO R O CK".21" FRAM E.RED
Call Stew.541-4596(was Xmas gift) _
I'm cold ft mssmg a Mack
kixunoua hooted coal.3 pocket
knee length ft specktod I left
a m rm 205. BusftEd Bldg
Mon 6th.9 30pm please, return
to rm 116atsam eM dg caN772-2173-Becca-Restore F a i t h _______
L O S T Gold Necklace wah "M TjOCket
family heirtoom-rm desperate*
CALL Michelle B at 543-4911
S H E P i«R D ~ P U P ~ i^ R X 4 M O N TH
R ED BANDANA. FO U N D O N CAM P US

Wanted

M ORNING’S
AT SEVEN
Cal Poly Theatre
Tickets $S/Cal Poly ID
Theatre Ticket Office
Call 756-1421 For Reservations

SA E RUSH SPRING 1989 S C H E D U LE

K AR EN KVARDA

Delta Sigma Pi

Coed Business fraternity
SPRING R E C R U ITM E N T
info in the Business lobby

V- t. ■
3:^'^^.l&
aaî.* ■. '

S A E RUSH SPRING 1989 S C H E D U LE

Ag Bus Management Club Meeting
Everyone Welcome Wed Feb 15
Be More Than Just A Number
G E T INVOLVED!

.

FEM ALE SM O K ER S S T U D E N T S S T A F F
FREE C H O L E S TE R O L ftD IE T AN ALYSIS
AG ES 18-35 C A LL JO A N IE 541-3713

C O N F IS C A TE D VEHKiLES. C Y C L E S
S TE R E O S AND M UCH M ORE
Seized m Drvm ft Cnme RsmI s
up to 9 0 S O ^ '
1-227-6703 Ext J-1 AN YTIM E
DEAN M ARKLEY G UITAR AMP. CD40
M tube.exc cond $300obo436-3265
Layout/Dri
42x7;2x38 $250/080
C A LL 544-4869
$250
UN IVEG A 12-SPEED. $75 O LYM P U S
P O C K E T 35-MM C A M ER A $35 S TE W
541-4596

■71 SUZUK I OS429 W ITH HELM ET.
(SLOVES AND H A N D B O O K $350
543-9178

Rock-Pomt Mt Bike Many Extras
Ex Cond Call 756-3350 $249 obo
TR EK 400 ROADBIKE.12 S P E E D
$250 O B O C A LL ROQER-546-9673
U N IV EG A 12-SPEED, $65 C A L L
S TE W 541-4596

A iit iy m o iitlQ g

1971 FO R D FIESTA
4 S P EED H A TC H 8 A C K .R U N S G R EA T
P E R F E C T G E T AR O UN D TO W N CAR
$700 OR B E S T O FF E R
CALL 541-4189/LE/WE M ESSAG E

Enticing Erotic Entertainment by
Exuberant EcdyiasfCat* 772-5809

PAPER C H A SE W O R D P R fX IES S IN G
CALL KAREN A^544-2692____________
R EASO N A B LE R A E TZ TY P IN G S E R ^
CA LL N A N C Y 543-3774 A F TE R 6PM

H O M EB R E W ER S Call U -B R U for all
of your brewing r>eMs Completely
re-usable brewirtg krts $31 95fttax
10”o student discount 528-4518

Be Happy' This is the room 4 you!
Prvte entrance,wshrftdryr.grge,VCR
2Blck8 frm Poly.Avail Apr 5-July
5 $260 dep fern only Kim 544-3791
Female roommate wanted 4spr$220
share rm dose 2 Poly 549-0565____________
FEM ALE RO OM ATE N EED ED ASAP
O WN RO OM IN H O U S E 544-4829
FM Roommate $250 own room or
$175 for spill Nice condo very
close to Poly for Spr and or
Summer Call 543-2369.
G IA N T R O O M FO R R E N T IN H U G E H O U S E !
V ER Y C L O S E T O CAMPUS!$230ea to
share plus util wash/dry, cable
Fun roommates, great view' CALL
KIM O R JO D Y 5 ^ -7 2 5 8 or
PAT 544-0890 or 544-4735____________ ____
M Romate for SPR $250 Laguna
area Call Alan 544-4869______________
Male roomate wanted Spr Qtr share
rm 199/mo. near Poly 541-9282 ___
O W N R O O M $197 mo to mo lease
2 biks to poly 543-0685____________________
P LEA S E P LEA SE PLEASE!!
I N EED A FEM ALE RCXDMMATE T O SHAR E
a RO OM W A G R E A T C ED A R C R EEK
C O N D O $237 50flH(O CALL 546-0726
Roomate wanted m/f own room 3bed
house Big Backyard Pets ok 10 mm
to Poly 283/mo Wash/Dry has rtaU
C A U ASAP Rhonda 544-3034 eves
Wbntad: Female roomate
to share a room m a
furnished apartment, very dose
to Poly, /m utilities mduded
except phone and slactricity.
Contact Knabn Davis 541-0454
W E N EED R O O M M A TES
543-4950

Hwitel Housing
FUR N ISH ED 3 BDM A P T 10 O R 12
M O N TH LE A S E 543-1452
Our S TU D IO S are nexi to Cal Poly.
quiet.fuNy furnished including
iTMcrowaves. and reasonably priced
at$390/mo They're fiHmg fasf
so can for rrxxe mfo 543-4950

Carwn 35mm w/35-70 lens XInt
cond Negotiable price 541-9107

86 ISUZU IM P ULSE.LO AD ED .LO W
M IE S .B E S T O FF E R 544 0475 _______
D O Y O U W ANNA D A N C E ? !
CA LL K CPR AT 544-4640 AND
W E LL B R W G TH E P AR TY MACHINE
T O YOU!

2 RO OM FO R FEM A LE S O R C O U P LE
IN LAR GE O LD E R H O U S E NEAR DOW N
TO W N . Y AR D .P O R CH .G R EAT VIEW,
G A R D E N .E TC S270/MO 541-8466

IF RMMATE N EED ED 4SPRING
Q U A R TE R T O SHARE RO OM IN FULLY
FUR N ISHED AP AR TM EN T L O T S OF
EX TR A S C L O S E T O P O LY CALL
544-3309 OR 543-3913
Need female roommate own room for
237 50 and 150 deposit water and
trash paid closa to Cal Poly not
furnished can move m dunng Spnrtg
break call Eddie 544 9572

MniviAW

fis ia

A A A 'B E S T P R ICED C O N D O S ft H O M ES
LIS TE D F R E E »/FO R M ATIO N P ACK ET
/M AI>BLE O N C A M P U S C A U
M A R G U E R ITE C E N T U R Y 21 941-3432
B U Y N Q A H O U S E O R C O N O Q i For a
F R E E L IS T of a l the least
expensive houses ft coridoa tor sale
m SLO C A L L Slave Nalaan 9434370
arto leave message Farrea Smytti.toc

Business
Directory
i

D U S igC C OPP. ^

Central Coast Schools 481-4222
Real Estate Licensmg
Com puter Traim ng M l -4222
VtordstarWp State app now reg

CLlffiSERVICES
H C U U M B A U O O N P K 0 8 . S49.3103
50 Balloons ft Up rerital md
INK S P O T ^ ^ E N PRINTING 943-7991
T-Shirts for dubs/special events

CalHomla style C H E E S E C A K E
IS for sale by the skce m the
dairy section at the campus store
Vanilla.Chocolate.Cherry.Amaretto

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSMG $1.90
( ^ t ^ s p a < ^ page Marcy 541-4214

DON'T W ORf^W HAPPYILaTrTto^ youf
typing O n campus PUftPel 481-6976
FAST S E R V IC E Tx P TY ^ P is f^ $ r5 0 7 M
SR P R O JE C T S Ji M ORE 541-Q166 Chris

RESUMES. Senior Profects ft Morel
Laser^ Printer - Laura-549-6966

SR. PROJECTS ft M A S TE R THESES
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From page 1
students involved are using it as
a senior project, while others are
doing it “for the experience,”
Ryan said.
“It’s really fun working with
engineers and other majors,”
Dils said. “You learn so much
more.”
Backgrounds of students in
volved also include computer
science, electrical engineering
and mechanical engineering.
Ryan said a separate section of
the system will contain special
specimens such as cancer cells.
“We already know that cancer
cells don’t like radiation,” he
said. “We want to see if the
combination of space radiation
and weightlessness will affect or
even kill them.”
This information could be vital
to the future of man and mis
sions in space, Ryan said.

“But we can’t do much more
except research without money,
he said. “We really don’t know
how much it will cost, but I
estimate about $50,000 to
$100,000 for the craft itself.” The
canister must be purchased sep
arately and could cost as much
as $250,000.
The LEEF project has been
active for less than three months,
but it’s “flying,” Ryan said.
“I’ve never seen anything take
offlike this before.”
Ryan said the group would like
to see it launched before they
graduate, or within two years.
He said two engineers at
Lockheed have already offered to
help research and he also hopes
to spark interest from the Amer
ican Cancer Society.
“If we find that there are
changes in these cells, there are
millions of cells in the human

body that may have similar
changes,” Ryan said.
Human tissue, however, win
not be used.
“We wanted to study blood
cells originally, but it’s too hard
to keep blood alive,” he said.
Dils said the ecomodule would
have to contain bone marrow for
the cells to survive, “and they
have too short a lifetime.”
^
The ecosystem will be main
tained at one atmosphere of
pressure, the same as earth’s. A
thermostatic switch will keep the
temperature at 55 to 75 degrees
and the craft will be powered by
a combination of rechargeable
batteries and solar cells, Ryan
said.
A LEEF system model will be
displayed with other Cal Poly
Space Systems projects tonight
at 7 in building 52, room E45 as
part of Engineering Week.

Kl

OPEN 24 HRS.
Presenting Teamwork and
Technology on your Campus

L*
•1968

PRESENTED BY GENERAL MOTORS
& GMAC RNANCIAL SERVICES
IN A SSO CIA TIO N W ITH

DATE:

FEBRUARY 22 AND FEBRUARY 23, 1989

PLACE: CAL POLY UNIVERSITY UNION PLAZA
TIME:

9:00 A.M. TO 1:00 P.M.

General Motors and GMAC Financial Services are pleased to be associated with your campus
“GM Auto Expo”. See the best GM cars and trucks in the convenience of your own campus
community, and ask about the wide variety of financing plans available to college students
through GMAC Financial Services, including the GMAC College Graduate Finance Plan.
HO W TO W IN . By auending your •chool'k G M / G M A C Auto Expo event, you can be eligible to win one of two 1500 granit toward your tuition expentei
provided by Gciwral Moiort and/or G M A C Einancial Scrvioet. While attending the Expo, just Till out an entry form and drop it in the convenient entry
box The two $500 winning entry form* will be drawn at the end of the G M / G M A C Auto Expo event No purchaie it necettary to enter or win. and the
winner need not be pretent Good luck!

2 sets of
KOOALUX Color
Prints for the
Price of 11
H urry... Bring your film today for quality
d e v e lo p in g a nd p rintin g Ask for
K O D A LU X Processing Services and
when you order one set of color prints
at the regular price, you get a second
set to share.

Ask for Details Today.
Offer good on Standard S
MAQNAPRINT38 Service

ElCbrral
Bookstoie
Êtadakix

Qsnsral M olors..:shartng your hituro”

^rocatamf Sarvict*

AvaHablt nam artgtnal ealat pftnt «Un anty at iww at

